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The First Complete Microcomputer
What was TRS-80’s
contribution to computing?

“ We primed the pump.”
- Steve Leininger

The First TRS-80
Introduced August 1977

 The Apple II and the Commodore PET were also
introduced in 1977
 The only serious microcomputers were the S-100 CP/M
machines (IMSAI, SOL, Cromemco), which could connect
to disk drives and run business software
 TRS-80 beat everyone on price -- $599.95

Byte, July 1978
 The early micros tried to
stimulate a business market
 They had floppy disk drives,
80 character screen and
expandable S-100 slots

But IMSAI went out of
business in September 1979.

Radio Shack had the
Distribution &
Marketing Clout
 TRS-80 was available in
3400 Radio Shack stores
nationwide
 It used the Z80 microprocessor
 It came with a tape cassette
player for storage
 It came with 4K memory but
was expandable to 16K
 Unlike Apple II, it came with its
own monitor

Two Men are
Given Credit For
Developing the
TRS-80
Don French worked for
Tandy Corp. and suggested
they capitalize on the latest
electronic trend: home-built
computers. Tandy hired
Steve Leininger away from
Silicon Valley to do the job.
A rare article about the TRS-80 creators appeared in the
December 1981 issue of Popular Computing.

Bill Gates, on the Role of TRS-80
“… three machines that came out in 1977: The TRS-80, the
Apple II …and a machine called the Commodore PET. ... all
three of them went out and did very well. Several of them,
when they first shipped, had BASICs that the company
themselves did. [The TRS-80] had a Level I BASIC, that
actually Steve Leininger enhanced off Wang’s Tiny BASIC.
But they knew that it was pretty inadequate. And so they
licensed the BASIC from us …Radio Shack, with its
distribution and its name, set the market on fire.

”

Bill Gates, from a interview in 1993 when he received the Price Waterhouse award

Leininger says Gates asked for $50,000 and royalties for his BASIC.
John Roach agreed to the $50,000, but refused to pay royalties.

The first low-cost data storage
device: a cassette tape player
You typed CLOAD
and waited … and waited
But it was much
cheaper than disk
drives, tape punch,
or retyping your
programs

Tarbell
invented the
“Kansas City
Standard” for
tape storage

The Commodore PET also
used a tape player.

Games Galore, all on tape
 “Level I” was the original tiny Palo Alto
BASIC, available for free
 In the summer of 1978, John Roach made
a deal with Bill Gates for a better BASIC,
called “Level II”

Books full of BASIC listings
David Ahl,
who founded
Creative
Computing
magazine,
edited a
series of
popular
books that
were listings
of games in
BASIC

The Exatron Stringy Floppy was an
alternative to slow and unreliable tape

The stringy floppy was faster than
a standard cassette player and
cheaper than a disk drive. It
consisted of tiny continuous loop
tape. It cost $249.50.

The Expansion Interface gave
the TRS-80 new capabilities
Buying an expansion interface for your Model I meant
you could add more memory and connect a disk drive.

… if you could get the EI to work properly
Inside the expansion interface

The buffered
cable was
supposed to
correct EI
problems

The
infamous
Seal on
the back
of the
keyboard
unit
Radio Shack provided a “seal” over a screw on
the bottom of the case that had to remain intact
or you’d void your warranty. Many users ignored
this and opened the case to install more memory.

Here Come the Clones!
Lobo made
the Max-80

and the LX-80 clone
expansion interface

The PMC-80 was
another clone and,
in Australia,
a clone system
was called the Dick
Smith System 80.
LNW Research made
the LNW-80

Disk Drives
Mean Business

TRS-80 Model III had
2 built-in disk drives
Business software came on disks

You couldn’t get much done with tape

Once the TRS-80 got disk drives…
Tandy needed a Disk Operating System
(DOS). They contracted with Randy
Cook, who programmed TRSDOS.
 Randy Cook was working for
Xerox, but had worked with NASA
and with Datapoint for whom he
had commissioned a chip from
Intel, sold to the public as the 8008
 TRSDOS was a side project; his
contract with Tandy stated he was
to retain rights to the DOS
 Cook says Tandy violated their
agreement, never paid him beyond
the $10,000 for Model I TRSDOS, so
he began selling his own product
(VTOS)

Software authors went to work
creating alternatives to TRSDOS.

Destiny?
Both Don French and Randy Cook say Bill Gates offered
them jobs at Microsoft. Both turned him down.
Randy Cook had a sick son. Because of the medical needs of
his son, Cook says, he turned down Bill Gates’ offer to make
him the head of Microsoft’s operating system efforts in
Albuquerque because it would have meant moving away from
the medical facilities his son needed.

Don French ended up leaving Tandy because he never got the
Vice-Presidency and bonus that Charles Tandy had promised
him. Charles Tandy died a month before he could deliver, and
Lew Kornfeld told French, “There’s no young punk going to be a
Vice President of this company.” French resigned and started a
company to create CP/M and MP/M for the TRS-80 rather than
go to Microsoft and take a pay cut.

And they could have been Microsoft millionaires!

First there was
NewDOS, later
upgraded to
NewDOS/80
NewDOS was originally a
series of fixes for TRSDOS,
but became a stand-alone
product. It used arcane
commands like this:
COPY,0,1,10/06/81,FMT,NDMW
DUMP,PROGFILE/CMD:0,5200H,6
3F3H,5530H

Other DOS authors thought
they could do better.

Each Dos Claimed to Be the Best

LDOS had “massive volume”
DOSPLUS was the fastest

MULTIDOS was cheap

The Ads Got More Creative

The Percom Doubler
Time to replace your
“single-density system”
A Short History of Disk Drives
• single-sided, single-density

• double-sided, single-density
• “flippy” disks
• double-sided double-density
• 35 track, 40 track, 80 track

And with the Percom
Doubler you got yet
another DOS — DBLDOS

Even Better …
Hard Drives
But look at the price!
A $5000 add-on for a
$600 microcomputer.

And the DOS writers
rushed to create new
versions that would work
with a hard drive.

Corvus Hard
Drives came with
NewDOS/80-C

“Corvus delivers the

most
advanced combination of
hardware and software to serious
TRS-80 users.

”

The price?
Only $3750
But few TRS-80 owners
bought hard drives at this price

Radio Shack offered new models
TRS-80
Family:
Model III
Model 4
Model 4p
Model II
Model 16
Color Computer
Pocket Computer
Model 100
The Model I was
retired in 1981

Magazines bulged with ads!

Magazines and specialty books and software guides were an
important source of information for new computer users.

Some of them
were scams…
This ad, which appeared
in 1979 in Kilobaud, was
a complete fraud. A
company calling itself
World Power Systems
promised products for
your TRS-80 that were
too good to be true. A
scam artist and escaped
convict who used names
like “Colonel Winthrop” or
“Colonel Whitney” was
behind it, and he’d run
this type of scam before.

We* Go Into Business

* And lots of other people

1982
1982

David Welsh, Lazy Writer creator, is shown with his staff,
Valerie Pugh and Debbie Turchan, both college students

TRS-80 owners learned to program
out of necessity, then found that
other TRS-80 owners wanted the
same software.

The early 1980s….

We hired Don Elmore, age 17, as a programmer

We sponsored a
seminar in Dearborn
Theresa worked in this office

…and here she is at a seminar sponsor’s store in Chicago

1983
West Coast
Computer
Faire

David at
the Faire
and at the
beach
Vern Hester,
author of Multidos

We shared a booth
with Multidos and
Electric Webster

Word Processing was Hot !

Dot matrix printers – cheaper,
but not “letter quality”

1978 – printer cost? $1925

But printing was a major problem

The IBM Selectric
typewriter was
state-of-the-art
printing, and
computer printers
could not match
its quality.

Extending Word Processing

Business users wanted to merge
address lists with letters. And they
wanted spell checking.
Postman (mail list) and Electric
Webster (spell check) delivered.

We sold add-ons to Lazy Writer by working with other small
companies. Phil Manfield created Electric Webster on a dare –
someone told him you could not fit a dictionary on a floppy
disk. His product was great, but the Webster’s Dictionary
people sued him over the name.

Wayne Green’s magazine empire
These magazine supported a cottage industry in add-on hardware and innovative software

“ It’s not the ‘trash-80’;
it’s the ‘cash-80.’ ”
-- Wayne Green

Finally, 80 Micro
First there was Kilobaud
Then there was
Microcomputing

80 Microcomputing
While he made money off his
magazines, Wayne Green regularly
lambasted Tandy and John Roach
in his 80 Remarks column.

A Real Business Machine?
Fantasy

A Radio Shack illustration – Is this guy
working with a Model I tape system? He’s
also got a printer with tractor feed. Huh?

Real life

Here’s a happy Lazy Writer
customer with a Model III and a
daisy wheel printer.
(we took this picture for an ad)

The 1980s – ”The Robotics Age”
But what happened to it ??

Too silly?
Too threatening?
OR Too much
work to program?

TOMY would bring
you a drink

Hubot

every household
would want one

Our daughter Amy at VCF 2000
with the lovable Heathkit Hero
Remember
Nolan Bushnell’s
Androbot Company?

RB5X
(or maybe R2D2?)

They madeTopo
And went broke trying to
find customers

Radio Shack had an
image problem
Infoworld, August 20, 1984
featured John Roach on the cover

“The name Radio Shack
tends to conjure up visions
of diodes, vacuum tubes,
and cheap Japanese
transistor radios.

”

By 1984, Tandy
Abandoned
the TRS-80 Name
The Tandy 2000 was an
expensive almost-compatible IBM
look-alike that did not sell well

The Tandy 1000 was less
expensive and found some
customers who were ready
for an upgrade from their
Model III or Model 4.
And here’s John Roach, on
another magazine cover

What Caused the Death of TRS-80?





The IBM PC with its marketing clout?
The lack of an upgrade path from the Z80 processor?
Tandy’s failure to capture the business market?
Customers lured away to better products?

By 1985, the customers were
disappearing. Tandy finally gave up
making computers in 1993, selling
their computer division to AST, and
over 500 people lost their jobs.
Theresa’s last office, with the Model 4p,
the best TRS-80 Tandy ever made!
(the baby was born February 1, 1985)

Not everyone thought the IBM PC
was a winner
“ I had a [TRS-80] machine that had a 10 or
15 MB hard drive, internal double-sided
80 track drives, speed kit, custom monitor…
this machine was tricked out, a state-of-the-art
computer, and we looked over at the IBM PC
and we said, this machine has no chance.

”

-- Mark Lautenschlager,
commenting on his first impression of the IBM PC

The TRS-80 led to many careers and
is remembered with fondness
With the TRS-80, as soon as you
pressed a key, the results were right
there. While this is so commonplace
these days, it was fascinating back
then, and I became instantly addicted to
my TRS-80, spending many hours
writing code of no commercial value and
little practical use.
-- Howard Brown

WOW! I remember my first program...
of course it was the probably universal
two-liner that everyone must write...
10 PRINT “Hello there!”
20 GOTO 10
-- “Robert”
(from Ira Goldklang’s TRS-80 website)

I would often go to the mall,
and spend time playing with
the TRS-80 in Radio Shack,
until the salespeople would
kick me out ...
--Pat Barren

In fact, I have an old
picture of me in front of my
TRS-80 after I won 2
different programming
contests as a kid. So I
have a BIG soft spot for the
TRS-80!
-- Eric J. Rothfus

Want to Know More? Buy Our Book!
“...full of memorable details
and names... For those of us
who got hooked on the
software thing at an
impressionable age, this is
exciting stuff. And Theresa is
a fine writer. ...there's an
innocence and earnestness
and honesty in the book... ”
Michael Swaine,
Dr. Dobbs Journal, August 2007

front cover

back cover

Available from our website at www.microcomputerpioneers.com
or from amazon.com as a print book or an eBook for Kindle.
Also available as an eBook for Nook from Barnes and Noble.

“ As one of the co-creators, I know
the history of the TRS-80. This is
the most accurate history of this
"Industry Creating Machine" out
there. Even knowing the history, it
was enjoyable to fill in the holes
related to some of the other
players. ...A fun read for those that
lived the revolution and those who
want to know why we have
personal computers today. “
Don French, co-creator of the TRS-80

Happy Retro Computing!

www.microcomputerpioneers.com
And visit our other websites too:
www.theseekerbooks.com Theresa’s book reviews and comments
www.explainamation.com Our other books and activities
www.DetRiotGirl.com Our daughter’s website

